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back in time
A game-changing design movement that 
originated in the 1950s, mid-century modern style 
is still hotter than ever. We first fell in love with 
the clean, simple lines, authentic use of materials 
and organic forms in the post-World War II era, 
and our adoration and appreciation has only 
deepened since.

Today, we celebrate the iconic mid-century 
modern aesthetic with furniture and décor that 
looks as fresh and sophisticated now as it did all 
those years ago. When you bring these pieces 
home, you’re bringing home a piece of history.

01. 251013 FAIRFAX Denim Velvet 90" Sofa $495
02. 251838 Plush Pile Center Diamonds Charcoal Rug 134"X94" $695

01.

02.
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   legs for days
When it comes to mid-century modern furniture, it’s all about the legs…tapered legs that is. Slim and sleek, simple 
and streamlined, they’re the perfect embodiment of this style, and you’ll find them on absolutely everything.

01. 269126 GINGER Denim 2 Piece 110" Sectional $995
02. 237178 Distressed Soft Shag Ivory/Grey Rug 94"X130" $495
03. 257904 ROGERS Coffee Table $195

04. 257905 ROGERS End Table $95

01.

02.

03.

From cool tables to cozy sectionals, many key mid-century pieces are characterized by their use of tapered 
legs. That unforgettable angle adds fun and flair, while keep things smooth, strong and sturdy.
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seat talk
 
Sure, looks are important to mid-century modern 
style, but comfort and function are just as essential. 
The furniture is purposeful and beautiful, which 
means a chair will be easy on the eyes and on the 
bod. Designed with support in mind, these pieces 
are built to provide a quality lounging experience 
distinguished by thoughtful, chic details. 

Whether you’re reading and relaxing or taking a 
moment to reset and refresh, a mid-century modern 
chair is the perfect place to get your chill on. You’ll 
discover a variety of options in a range of colors and 
materials, so you can choose the perfect retro retreat 
for you.

01. 227254 AMALA Amala Bone Leather Reclining Swivel Chair With Adjustable Headrest And Ottoman $1,095

01. 225793 ALLIE Jade Chair $375

01.

01.
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a taste of the past
To truly savor that unique mid-century modern flavor, you’ve got to spice things up in your dining room. Sharing 
meals and making memories is what it’s all about, and this era of furniture supports that philosophy beautifully. 

From hardworking materials to distinctive forms, these pieces create a warm and inviting setting for entertaining. 
But you know what the best part of this space is? Mix-and-match seating, which is equal parts practical and playful. 

01. 244133 CALEB  Dining Table $600
02. 244128 CALEB  Dining Side Chair $135
03. 244131 CALEB  Dining Bench $255
04. 200306 Rico Multi Diamonds Rug 96"x132" $650
05. 256193 DUFFY  Grey Dining Side Chair $150

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.
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05. 269680 BRIGHTON 68" Sideboard By Nate Berkus and Jeremiah Brent $995

   material world
Every detail is crucial in a mid-century modern collection, especially the 
materials you use to build it. From warm woods, to cool stones, a variety of 
natural elements make their way into mid-century pieces, enriching them with 
one-of-a-kind character and true authenticity. 

   whip into shape
One of the hallmarks of mid-century 
modern style is the geometric-centric 
approach to design. It takes a variety of 
shapes and angles to create items inspired 
by this period, and they actually serve as 
a way to add both interest and purpose to 
chairs, tables, servers and more pieces.   

01. 240158 WEAVER II  Dining Table $695
02. 240147 WEAVER II  Bench $335
03. 92331  ALEXA  White Dining Side Chair $55
04. 252128 Zion Prism Orange/Aqua Plush Pile Rug 63"X87" $250

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.
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scandinavian spirit 
Most conversations about mid-century modern design wouldn’t be complete without a Scandinavian mention, 

and it’s no coincidence. Both aesthetics came to prominence in the 1950s and both feature very similar elements. 

Clean, crisp and uncluttered, these styles favor simplicity and a sense of minimalism. That ethos suits bedroom 
suites perfectly, where serenity reigns supreme. Light finishes, cozy textures and touches of nature are what 

dreams are made of.

01. 85081 ALLEN  Queen Panel Bed $695
02. 81059 ALLEN  Dresser/Mirror $890
03. 81060 ALLEN  24" Nightstand $295

01.

02.

03.
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   the bright side
So we’ve discussed many of the key elements of the mid-century modern design movement, but 
there’s a certain wow factor that brings it all together: color. The hues used represent a mix of bold 
splashes and natural notes.

Taking inspiration from the outdoors, you’ll find rich wood tones and cool, calming blues. To take 
it up a notch, you can always add sunny yellows, lush greens and vibrant oranges. Think of your 
exterior environment as the ultimate palette.

01. 85686 ALTON Cherry Queen Platform Bed $495
02. 85679 ALTON Cherry Night Table $195
03. 85681 ALTON Cherry Chest Of Drawers $450
04. 85681 Slate & Copper Pebbles Rug 123"X94" $450

05. 255046  ALTON Umber 26" Nightstand $250

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.



Visit livingspaces.com to 
check out our entire selection. 

Stay connected @livingspaces

    

SEE MORE OPTIONS ONLINE

01. 267698 ELLE 6 Piece Dining Set $995

01.


